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One of the foremost courtroom lawyers of his generation. Alan M. Dershowitz takes controversial stands
based on the principle of equal justice for all. Along the way, he has authored the #1 New York Times
bestseller Chutzpah; the bestselling account of the Claus von Bulow case Reversal of Fortune; and the
bestselling courtroom drama The Advocate's Devil. Now Dershowitz has written a novel that is at once
personal, passionate, and towering: an explosive legal thriller that pits Dershowitz's literary alter ego,
attorney Abe Ringel, against the worst crime of the twentieth century -- the Holocaust.

What if you witnessed the most abominable deeds that human beings can inflict upon each other? What if
you came face-to-face with the very man who had slaughtered your family before your eyes? That is the
question confronted by a celebrated professor named Max Menuchen. Max has found the man who had
killed his entire family in cold blood more than a half century before. Max, who has never before broken a
law, cannot turn down his chance for revenge.

In 1943 Marcellus Prandus was a Lithuanian militia captain who carried out the blood-thirsty orders of his
Nazi commanders during World War II. Today he is an old man living outside Boston. For Max, who has
discovered Prandus's identity by chance, killing him is not enough, because Prandus is already dying of
cancer. How can Max make Prandus suffer exactly as Max himself did? Can Max bring himself to
assassinate Prandus's children and grandchildren and make the old man watch his family die, as Max himself
was forced to do?

By the time defense attorney Abe Ringel enters the case, Max has carried out an astounding act of revenge,
and America'sgreat Holocaust trial has begun: an explosive legal and moral struggle to find the light of
justice within the darkness of human evil. With Max facing almost certain conviction, Ringel desperately
tries to prove his actions we
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From reader reviews:

Helen Sullivan:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information today can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even an issue. What people must be consider when
those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now is taking seriously which
one is appropriate to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource
then you have it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen in you if you take Just Revenge as the daily resource information.

Kathi Adamo:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This Just Revenge can give you a lot of close friends because by
you taking a look at this one book you have issue that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great
persons. So , why hesitate? Let me have Just Revenge.

Linda Gabriel:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the top book
for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is referred to as of book Just
Revenge. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it could possibly add your
knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about book. It
can bring you from one location to other place.

Clarence Cavins:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got students? We believe that that question
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you
know that little person like reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important as well as book as to be the point. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update regarding something by book. Many kinds of books
that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is Just Revenge.
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